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heads. In red pepper plantations women with curious
headdresses were pulling up the weeds. Nearby the cotton
bushes drooped pale yellow flowers. I stopped by the
river bank and I do not know why, but all this exoticism
about me awoke again the adolescent dreams which brought
me to Ethiopia so many years ago. . . .
The troops are arriving . . . soldiers dressed in the
Ethiopian fashion and troops in western uniforms, all
marching past me. Here is the Emperor in a steel helmet
and khaki mantle. Near the sovereign are his suite, some
in uniform with embroidered collars and cuffs, and some
wrapped up in their shammas. Ahead of the others, on a
mule, is the Likamaquas. I observe his very unmartial
attire : he is dressed in civilian clothes and a check over-
coat.
A young boy stops beside me and bends down to drink
from the river. In his left hand he is carrying a round
shield of thick hippopotamus hide with beautiful gold
encrustations ; in his right an automatic rifle of the latest
Belgian pattern. This was the whole of present-day
Abyssinia. She still loves the useless but picturesque things
that have seen their day. She is eager for the modern
things which she cannot yet understand.
Already bands of soldiers had broken loose in the pepper
plantations, pulling off the fine red fruit and stuffing it
into their pockets ;  red pepper is the chief spice of native
food.    Shouting and calling to one another, some drawing
water, others washing their feet, they scattered along the
river bank.   Others, a thin thread of brown forms in the
distance, went marching on.
Where were all these men going ?
At the time of our first withdrawal from the Tembien,
Ras Seyyum and his chiefs always said to their soldiers :
" Be patient, Ras Kassa will soon join us, his troops are well
organised and well fed, all will change for the best."   We
had left Tembien again with the same Ras Kassa and all
our hopes were then placed in the Emperor, who in Ethiopia
symbolises power and safety, and in his army which was still
intact and provided with food and ammunition.   And now
we were retreating with this same Emperor, with nothing
more on which to rest our hopes, not even Etiopia Amlak,
the   God   of Ethiopia,   who   until  this  day  had   never

